Gravitational and Somatosensory Influences on Control and Perception of Roll Balance.
Blindfolded subjects used a joystick to orient themselves to the direction of balance in a device programmed to exhibit inverted pendulum behavior in the roll plane; they indicated with a trigger press when they were at that location. Our goal was to determine how otolith and somatosensory information about the gravitational vertical influenced the ability to locate the direction of balance. The subjects (N = 12) were tested in each of three orientations of the body roll plane: vertical (Upright), 45° back (45_Degree), and 90° back (Supine), which provided progressively less salient otolith and somatosensory information about roll orientation with regard to the direction of gravity. For each pitch plane, subjects were tested with three directions of balance: 0° (aligned with the gravitational vertical in the Upright condition) and 30° right or left. The mean achieved and indicated orientations for the Upright and 45_Degree conditions were significantly displaced away from the direction of balance in the direction of gravity, with indicated angles less displaced. In the Supine condition, the mean achieved and indicated angles were closer to the direction of balance, but their within-trial standard deviations were significantly larger than in the Upright and 45_Degree conditions, which did not differ. This greater variability resulted from the frequent side to side "drifting" behavior that was a characteristic feature of the Supine condition only. These findings indicate that in the absence of vision accurate dynamic orientation requires gravity dependent shear forces on the otolith organs and body surface.Panic AS, Panic H, DiZio P, Lackner JR. Gravitational and somatosensory influences on control and perception of roll balance. Aerosp Med Hum Perform. 2017; 88(11):993-999.